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Abstract

K-anonymity is an effective model for protecting privacy
while publishing data, which can be implemented by dif-
ferent ways. Among them, local generalization are pop-
ular because of its low information loss. But such algo-
rithms are generally computation expensive making it dif-
ficult to perform well in the case of large amount of data.
In order to solve this problem, this paper proposes a clus-
tering based K-anonymity algorithm and optimizes it with
parallelization. The experimental result shows that the
algorithm performs better in information loss and perfor-
mance compared with the existing KACA and Incognito
algorithms.

Keywords: Clustering based K-anonymity; Information
Loss; Privacy Preservation

1 Introduction

Along with the development of computer network, dis-
tributed computing, data mining and big data, huge
amounts of data can be collected and analyzed efficiently.
But when we explore the potential value of large amounts
of data, privacy and privacy protection would be the fo-
cusing point. According to Manish Sharma [21], the sec-
ondary use of data is a source of privacy disclosure, which
is the use of data for some purpose other than the pur-
pose for which the data was collected initially. Jisha also
noted that privacy is being violated mainly through three
types of attack, such as linking attack, homogeneity at-
tack and background knowledge attack [16]. Therefore, it
is a very important issue to pay equal attention to data
secondary using, data misusing, data mining and privacy
preservation.

Privacy preservation is tightly associated with
database security. Database security is usually achieved
by means of access control, security management and
database encryption [24]. Access control is a selective

policy for restricting unauthorized users to access a re-
source through the user permissions. Security manage-
ment refers to what kind of security management mech-
anisms are used to distribute database management au-
thorities. Centralized control and decentralized control
are 2 typical modes. Database encryption mainly includes
three aspects: record encryption, database structure en-
cryption and hardware encryption. These measures can
protect the security of the database to a certain extent,
for example, the direct disclosure of sensitive informa-
tion such as, identification card number, home address,
health information etc. But they are unable to prevent
those indirect accesses to private data through federation
reasoning. In [5], it shows that through joining voter reg-
istration table and medical information table (individual
identification is hidden), by attributes of Zip code, Sex,
Date of Birth, etc., more than 85% of American citizens
can be uniquely identified. In addition, encryption and
access control, to some extent, limits the sharing of data.

For such reasons, data anonymity is an effective means
to achieve privacy preservation. The basic idea is to trans-
form some part of the original data, for instance, through
generalization, compression, etc., and let the transformed
data cannot be combined with other information to rea-
son about any personal privacy information. Specifically,
the implementation of privacy preservation mainly con-
centrates on two aspects: (1) How to ensure that the data
been used without privacy disclosure? (2) How to make
the data to be better utilized? Therefore, a better trade
off between privacy preservation and data utilization is a
problem that the academia and industry need to be solved
urgently.

K-anonymity was first proposed in 1998 by Sweeney et
al. [23]. K-anonymity depends on anonymizing the origi-
nal data set to satisfy the anonymization requirements,
which can be used for data publishing. The common
anonymization techniques are generalization and hidden.
The basic idea of K-anonymity is anonymizing the pub-
lishing data to meet the requirement that at least K
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tuples cannot be distinguished by each other. Namely,
for each tuple there exists at least K tuples with equal
value of quasi-identifiers. Researchers have proved that
the complexity of K-anonymity is NP-hard [20].

Currently, there are many algorithms to implement K-
anonymity [17]. From the point of generalization, can be
categorized as recoding mode (global recoding, local re-
coding), data grouping strategy (classification, clustering,
and Apriori algorithm). From the perspective of the data
characteristics, they are static data set and dynamic data
set (incremental data, stream data, and uncertain data).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tions 2 and 3 discuss the related work and some prerequi-
site knowledge of k-anonymity. Our main contributions,
the clustering based k-anonymity algorithm GCCG and
its parallel optimization are described in Sections 4 and 5.
The experimental results are shown in Section 6. Sec-
tion 7 provides some final conclusions and directions for
future work.

2 Related Work

Privacy preservation was firstly concerned in the field of
statistics and then extended to various areas. The main
research directions are as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Main research directions of privacy preserva-
tion [17]

Research direction Relevant techniques

General privacy protec-
tion technique

Data perturbation,
randomization, data ex-
change, data encryption,
etc.

Privacy protection tech-
nology for data mining

association rules mining,
classification, clustering
etc.

Privacy preservation
based data publishing
principles

K-anonymity, M-
invariant, T-closeness,
etc.

2.1 Different Kinds Of Anonymity Algo-
rithms

Anonymity methods mainly include generalization, clas-
sification and clustering etc. [17].

Generalization and suppression based anonymity.
The main idea of generalization based anonymity
is to increase equivalence class size of the table by
reducing the data precision of the quasi-identifier
attributes. Generally, quasi-identifier can be divided
into two kinds: numeric attribute and category
attribute. Numeric attributes are usually gener-
alized to interval, for instance, the age 16 can be

generalized to interval [10− 20]. And for category
attributes, the original concrete values will be
replaced by more general ones, according to a priori
established VGH(value generalization hierarchies).
For example, a nationality attribute whose value
is ”China”, then it can be generalized to ”Asia”.
Suppression can be viewed as an extreme form of
generalization, in which the generalized attributes
cannot be further generalized [6]. Kameya et al.
proposed a cell-suppression based k-anonymization
method which aims to preserve the MAR(Missing at
random) condition uses the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence as a utility measure [28]. Besides, He et
al. proposed a novel linking-based anonymity model,
which can resist the attack incurred by homogeneous
generalization [7].

Dividing and grouping based anonymity.
According to the different ways of dividing, it
can be divided into micro aggregation, condensation,
anatomy and permutation, etc.

• Micro aggregation divides each class according
to the data similarity, making the tuple size of
a class at least k, and then using the class cen-
troid to generalize all the data of a class. Mor-
tazavi et al. proposed a Fast Data-oriented mi-
cro aggregation algorithm (FDM)in [18] that ef-
ficiently anonymizes large multivariate numer-
ical datasets for multiple successive values of
k and proposed a disclosure-aware aggregation
model in [19], where published values are com-
puted in a given distance from the original ones
to obtain a more protected and useful published
dataset.

• Condensation[1, 2, 3] is a new kind of method
similar to micro aggregation, which was pro-
posed by Aggarwal et al. in 2004. The basic
idea is to divide the original data into differ-
ent groups, and then process each group with
condensation technique. Condensated data will
be reconstructed by general reconstruction algo-
rithm, which would not reveal any privacy infor-
mation of the original tuples.

• Anatomy method was firstly put forward by
Xiao et al. [25]. It publishes the sensitive
attributes and quasi-identifier attributes sepa-
rately to reduce the correlation degree between
them. Permutation depends on disturbing the
order of sensitive attributes after grouping to
reduce the correlation between quasi-identifiers
and numeric sensitive attributes. In [30], Yu
et at. proposed a novel anonymization method
based on anatomy and reconstruction in LBS
privacy preservation.

Clustering based anonymity. Anonymity can also be
implemented by clustering, which is the most com-
monly used method. The basic idea is to produce at
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Figure 1: Generalization based anonymity algorithm [5]

least k records of a class as the equivalence class. The
tuples in a same class need to be as similar as possible
to make the information loss minimum after gener-
alization. Liu et al. proposed a privacy-preserving
data publishing method, namely MNSACM, which
uses the ideas of clustering and Multi-Sensitive Buck-
etization (MSB) to publish microdata with multiple
numerical sensitive attributes [14]. Bhaladhare et al.
proposed two approaches for minimizing the disclo-
sure risk and preserving the privacy by using sys-
tematic clustering algorithm [4]. Xin et al. proposed
a trajectory privacy preserving method based on the
adaptive clustering, and designed a 2-stage clustering
method for trajectory k-anonymity [26].

2.2 Generalization Based Anonymity

Currently, there are many algorithms to implement k-
anonymity, and most of them use the generalization and
suppression as shown in Figure 1.

From the perspective of generalization methods, it can
be divided into 2 categories: global generalization and
local generalization.

Global generalization. This kind of algorithms allows
the whole domain of identifier attributes mapped to
a generalization domain, that is to say, a value in
a table would only have one generalization value.
In general, global generalization algorithm is sim-
ple and efficient. But it needs to set generalization
level in advance and has problems of over generaliza-
tion causing high information loss. Representative
global generalization algorithms include: u-Argus al-
gorithm [25], Datafly [22], Incognito [10], etc.

u-Argus algorithm proposed by De.Wall et al. [8],
which the published data includes all tuples and all
properties of the initial data, except very few data
will be lost. But if there exists many attribute com-
binations, it can not provide enough protection for
released data. Datafly proposed by Sweeney uses
suppression and heuristic generalization, which is ef-
ficient but has much distortion. LeFevre proposed
Incognito, which adopts the Generalization Graph for
data generalization with the bottom-up approach. It
prunes redundant branches of the graph to narrow

the search scope. However, the information distor-
tion of Incognito is relatively high.

Local generalization. This kind of algorithm usually
maps attribute value to generalization value based
on the grouping , that is to say, even the same at-
tribute values can be generalized to different values
if they are in the different groups. Grouping data
usually adopts some heuristic principles, such as di-
vision, clustering and so on. Information loss of this
kind of algorithm is less than the global generaliza-
tion algorithms, but its complexity usually is higher.
In the case of a large amount of data, the perfor-
mance is a problem to be concerned. Representative
algorithms are: GA [9], Mondrian Multidimensional
algorithm [11], KACA algorithm [12] as follows.

Iyengar proposed GA (Genetic algorithm), which can
meet the requirements of K-anonymity, but when
processing large amount of data, it will spend a
few hours. Mondrian multidimensional algorithm
proposed by Le.Fevre can partition continuous at-
tributes but not for discrete attributes. Li put for-
ward KACA algorithm, through merging the nearest
equivalence class to form a bigger cluster. Although,
KACA has low information loss, the performance is
poor because of massive distance computations.

To sum up, it concludes that, generally, the global gen-
eralization algorithms are efficient, but the information
quality is low. On the contrary, local generalization algo-
rithms can greatly improve the information quality, but it
is often inefficient. So, in this paper our motivation is to
propose an efficient local generalization algorithm which
has great information quality and great performance si-
multaneously.

3 Prerequisite Knowledge

To use K-anonymity, supposing the original data are
stored in database with the form of structured table. We
assume that data publishers have the raw data table T ,
each row in the table is corresponding to a specific en-
tity, such as student id, name, gender, birth place, etc.
As shown in Table 2, each row in the table is so called a
tuple.

Definition 1. Quasi-identifier. Quasi-identifier is some
form of attributes combination, which can determine some
individuals in table T by joining some external informa-
tion.

Theoretically, in a table, all attributes except identi-
fiers, can be quasi-identifiers.

Definition 2. Sensitive identifier. Sensitive identifiers
are those attributes concerning sensitive privacy informa-
tion, such as salary, health information, etc.
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Table 2: An example of data to be anonymized

Education Workclass Race Sex Age

Bachelors State-gov White Male 39

Bachelors
Self-emp-

not-inc
White Male 50

HS-grad Private White Male 38

11th Private Black Male 53

Bachelors Private Black Female 28

Masters Private White Female 37

9th Private Black Female 49

HS-grad
Self-emp-

not-inc
White Male 52

Since attribute sensitivity is context-dependent, so it
is not invariable and should be configured manually ac-
cording to actual situations. In this paper, taking Table 2
as an example, we set attribute workclass as a sensitive
identifier.

Definition 3. Equivalence class. The Equivalence class
of table T on attribute Ai, · · · , Aj is the set of tuples that
all values of these attributes are identical.

For example, in Table 1, the top 2 rows: {Bachelors,
State − gov, White, Male, 39} and {Bachelors, Self −
emp − not − inc, White,Male, 50} are the same equiva-
lence class on attribute {Sex,Education,Race}.

Definition 4. K-anonymity Property. Generate several
equivalence classes on quasi-identifiers. If each size of
the equivalence class is no less than K, we can say the
equivalence class partition has k-anonymity property.

That is to say, according to the quasi-identifiers, each
record has at least (k − 1) other same records to make
them unable to be identifier by each other. Therefore, we
can say the Table 2 is a 2-anonymity result of Table 1.

K-anonymity adopts generalization and suppression to
preserve privacy. So there will be a certain degree of infor-
mation loss inevitably. In order to describe quantitatively,
it is necessary to introduce a corresponding measurement
for information loss. There are many different measure-
ment models for information loss, including Prec, DM,
NE, etc. In this paper we use the measurement method
in [27]. In order to compare the result under different
amount of data, the sum of the original formula is modi-
fied as the mean value. Such a change won’t change the
relationship of size between results.

Definition 5. Information loss. Supposing that a nu-
meric attribute in a tuple, the original value x is general-
ized to [xmin, xmax], where xmin is the minimum of the
equivalence class and xmax is the maximum of the equiva-
lence class. Max and Min is the maximum and minimum

a

b c

d e f

Figure 2: An classification tree example for a category
attribute

value of the attribute in the whole domain. Then the in-
formation loss (IL) of the tuple on the numeric attribute
is defined as Equation (1) .

IL =
xmax − xmin

Max−Min
. (1)

For a category attribute, we usually need to build a
classification tree at first. As shown in Figure 2, it is a
classification tree example for a category attribute. Sup-
posing that the value of a tuple is generalized from e to
c. Then the information loss of the tuple on the attribute
is defined as Equation (2).

IL =
size(c)

Size
. (2)

“size(c)” is the number of its descendant leaf nodes and
Size is the number of all leaf nodes. Therefore, in Fig-
ure 2, the information loss is 2/3, in that the total number
of leaf nodes is 3, and node c’s descendant leaf is 2. For
all the attributes of a tuple, its information loss is defined
as Equation (3), where m is the number of all attributes.

IL =

∑m
i=1 ILi

m
. (3)

Finally, the average IL of all the tuples is the informa-
tion loss of the whole data set after generalization.

4 GCCG: Clustering Based K-
anonymity

The key point of K-anonymity is to produce a number
of equivalence classes whose size is at least k and each
equivalence class has the same form on quasi-identifiers.
This idea is very similar to clustering. Each equivalence
class can be regarded as a cluster, and at the same time,
the centroid of a cluster can be seem as a generalization
form of a equivalence class. Next, we will take the data
set in Table 2 as a 2-anonymity example to explain the
GCCG algorithm in detail.
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Table 3: An example of anonymized data after k-anonymity (k=2)

Education Workclass Race Sex Age

Bachelors State-gov White Male [39 - 50]

Bachelors Self-emp-not-inc White Male [39 - 50]

HS-grad Private White Male [38 - 52]

HS-grad Self-emp-not-inc White Male [38 - 52]

Low Private Black * [49 - 53]

Low Private Black * [49 - 53]

High Private * Female [28 - 37]

High Private * Female [28 - 37]

4.1 Algorithm Overview

There are four main steps of our clustering based K-
anonymity algorithm: Grading, Centering, Clustering,
and Generalization, abbreviated by GCCG. The pseudo
code of GCCG is as Algorithm 1, and we will explain each
step in detail.

Algorithm 1 GCCG Algorithm

1: Input: Dataset D (with n records), Anonymity con-
stant K, Classification tree for each attribute.

2: Output: D’s k-anonymity result
3: Begin
4: for i = 1 to n do
5: Grade each tuple by the cluster centroid;
6: end for
7: Sort D by the centroid grading score;
8: for i = 1 to n/k − 1 do
9: Choose the first tuple to be the clustering centroid;

10: Choose the centroid and the nearest (k − 1) tuples
to make up a new equivalence class;

11: Remove the k tuples from D;
12: end for
13: Make the rest tuples to be the last equivalence class;
14: for each equivalence class do
15: Generalize the tuples using the class centroid;
16: end for
17: End

4.2 Grading Tuples Using Cluster Cen-
troid

Since the cluster centroid will be used for equivalence
class generalization. So, the clustering quality will affect
anonymity greatly. If the tuples in a cluster are much
scattered, then we need a more general value to gener-
alize them, thus resulting in much information loss. So
in this paper, we propose an evaluation method to find
an appropriate clustering centroid. The method can be
divided into two kinds according to different attributes:
category or numeric.

Table 4: Original data table

Education Workclass Race Sex Age

Bachelors State-gov White Male 39

Bachelors
Self-emp-

not-inc
White Male 50

HS-grad Private White Male 38

11th Private Black Male 53

Bachelors Private Black Female 28

Masters Private White Female 37

9th Private Black Female 49

HS-grad
Self-emp-

not-inc
White Male 52

Masters Private White Female 31

Bachelors Private White Male 42

For a category attribute, the score is the ratio of the
count of the attribute value to the whole attribute val-
ues in dataset. Assuming that the ratio is P1, then P1 is
regared as the attribute score of the tuple. That means
more frequent a value, more possibility for it to be a cen-
ter. For a numeric attribute, we take the proportion of
the ratio of the value to K as the score. Finally, the sum
of all attributes is the score of the tuple on center grading.
Table 5 is result of sorted data set of Table 4 by the score.

4.3 Tuples Distance Definition And Cal-
culation

After selecting the cluster centroid, distance computation
among tuples is another key problem for clustering. Not
as KACA (another typical clustering based generalization
algorithm for k-anonymity), it uses iterative generaliza-
tion and its efficiency is low [29]. So, in our algorithm, we
just calculate the distances among tuples, which simpli-
fies the distance calculation. In this paper, the distance
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Table 5: Dataset sorted by score

Education Workclass Race Sex Age Score

Bachelors State-gov White Male 39 1.8

Bachelors Self-emp-not-inc White Male 50 1.8

Bachelors Private White Male 42 1.8

HS-grad Private White Male 38 1.6

HS-grad Self-emp-not-inc White Male 52 1.6

Masters Private White Female 37 1.4

Masters Private White Female 31 1.4

Bachelors Private Black Female 28 1.2

11th Private Black Male 53 1.1

9th Private Black Female 49 0.9

between tuples is defined as follows:

For a numeric attribute A, supposing a1, a2 are the
values of two tuples, then the distance on attribute A is:

dist =
|a1 − a2|
range

. (4)

Where “range” is the difference between the maximum
and minimum value on attribute A.

For a category attribute B, supposing b1, b2 are values
of two tuples, then the distance on attribute B is:

dist =
Parent depth(b1, b2)

Depth
. (5)

Where “Parent depth(...)” is the subtree depth whose
root is the nearest common ancestor of b1 and b2. “Depth”
is the depth of the entire classification tree. For example,
in Figure 2, the distance between e and f is 1/2.

According the distance definition above, Table 6 is the
result after clustering. Each two rows is regarded as an
equivalence class.

4.4 Generalization Procedure

Since GCCG algorithm is based on clustering, we gen-
eralize the tuples after being clustered. That is, use the
cluster centroid to generalize them. Specific ways are as
follows:

For a numeric attribute A, we use [amin, amax] to gen-
eralize. amin is the minimum value of A in the equivalence
class and amax is the maximum value. For a category at-
tribute, we use the value of the nearest common ancestor
in the classification tree to generalize. For both type of
attributes, “*” is the most generic form, that is to say,
all attribute information is removed. According to the
method, the generalized result of Table 6 is shown as Ta-
ble 7.

Table 6: Dataset afer clustering

Education Workclass Race Sex Age

Bachelors State-gov White Male 39

Bachelors Private White Male 42

Bachelors
Self-emp-

not-inc
White Male 50

HS-grad
Self-emp-

not-inc
White Male 52

HS-grad Private White Male 38

Masters Private White Female 37

Masters Private White Female 31

Bachelors Private Black Female 28

11th Private Black Male 53

9th Private Black Female 49

5 GCCG Parallel Optimization

To enhance the performance of GCCG algorithm, GCCG
parallelization is necessary. Observing the whole algo-
rithm, we can find that most of the operations are focus-
ing on centroid selection and distance computation. So,
if this part of operations can be parallelized, the perfor-
mance of the whole algorithm will be improved.

In this paper, we use distances to divide the data set
into a few small sub-datasets. That is, based on the orig-
inal center selection method, the original data set is di-
vided into n clusters (sub-datasets). Then all the sub-
datasets do anonymity at the same time by GCCG with
multithreading. During the clustering based data par-
tition, we choose similar tuples into a same sub-dataset
that reduces the information loss. Moreover, as the orig-
inal times of distance computing is an arithmetic pro-
gression, after data partition, the distance computation
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Table 7: Dataset after being generalized

Education Workclass Race Sex Age

Bachelors State-gov White Male [39 - 42]

Bachelors Private White Male [39 - 42]

* Self-emp-not-inc White Male [50 - 52]

* Self-emp-not-inc White Male [50 - 52]

* Private White * [37 - 38]

* Private White * [37 - 38]

High Private * Female [28 - 31]

High Private * Female [28 - 31]

Low Private Black * [49 - 53]

Low Private Black * [49 - 53]

Table 8: Result using parallel anonymity

Education Workclass Race Sex Age

Bachelors State-gov White Male [39 - 42]

Bachelors Private White Male [39 - 42]

* Self-emp-not-inc White * [37 - 50]

* Private White * [37 - 50]

* Private White * [37 - 50]

Senior high Self-emp-not-inc * Male [52 - 53]

Senior high Private * Male [52 - 53]

* Private * Female [28 - 49]

* Private * Female [28 - 49]

* Private * Female [28 - 49]

Algorithm 2 Dataset partition in parallel mode

1: Input: Dataset D (n records), anonymity constant k,
parallel constant c;

2: Output: sub-dataset D’[c];
3: Begin
4: subsize=n/c;
5: while exists dataset’s size > subsize do
6: for each dataset with size more than subsize do
7: Choose the first tuple to be the cluster center;
8: Choose the nearest size/2-1 tuples to make up a

sub-dataset with the new center;
9: Make the rest tuples to be another sub-dataset;

10: end for
11: end while
12: End

complexity can be reduced by the square of the number
of sub-datasets. Table 8 is the result using 2-threads to
do the anonymity for the data in Table 4.

6 Experimental Evaluation

The hardware used in the experiment is: Intel Xeon
E5504 @ 2.00 GHz, 4G DDR3 Memory. Program im-
plementation is Java7 and use Java7 Fork/Join multi-
threading framework to do parallel programming [15].
Database: MySQL 5.6.18. The experimental data are
Adult Database from UCI Machine Learning Reposi-
tory [13]. After preprocessing, the dataset contains 30,661
tuples and 5 attributes. Table 9 provides a brief descrip-
tion of the dataset including 4 quasi- identifiers and 1
sensitive attribute.

6.1 Information Loss

The experiments in this paper are all implemented by
JAVA under the same hardware environment. We choose
Incognito and KACA as the algorithm to compare.

Figure 3 describes the information loss of the three al-
gorithms when K changes from 3 to 10. It shows that the
two local generalization algorithms have lower informa-
tion loss than the global generalization algorithm. More-
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Table 9: Adult dataset description

Attribute
Distinct

values
Type

CTree

Height

Age 72 Numeric 5

Sex 2 Category 2

Workclass 8 Sensitive -

Race 5 Category 2

Education 16 Category 3

Table 10: Average size of equivalence classes

K Incognito KACA GCCG

3 851.69 3.08 3.00

4 851.69 4.14 4.00

5 1533.05 5.12 5.00

6 1533.05 6.09 6.00

7 1533.05 7.24 7.00

8 1533.05 8.20 8.00

9 1533.05 9.22 9.00

10 1533.05 10.30 10.00

over, concerning the information loss, GCCG performs
the best, about one third of the Incognito.

Figure 3: Information loss comparisons among different
generalizations

Table 10 describes the average size of the equivalence
classes of the three algorithms when K changes from 3
to 10. The result shows that the information loss is re-
lated to the size of equivalence class. When increasing the
size of equivalence class, the information loss will increase
appropriately. Therefore, controlling the size of the equiv-
alences class is a effective way to control the information
loss.

6.2 Execution Performance

Figure 4 describes the running time of the three algo-
rithms when K changes from 3 to 10. It says that, as
a global generalization algorithm, Incognito performs the
best and KACA consumes much time because of its fre-
quent distance computation and cluster merging. GCCG,
also belongs to local generalization algorithm, performs
about 10 times faster than that of KACA and is much
close to Incognito.

Figure 4: Execution performance comparison among dif-
ferent algorithms

6.3 Comparison Between Serial and Par-
allel Algorithm

Figure 5 shows the running time of serial GCCG and par-
allel GCCG when K changes from 3 to 10. From Figure 5,
it shows that the performance of 2-threads parallelization
improved about 3.5 times faster than that of the serial
one, and 4-threads improved about 10.5 times. Moreover,
be different from the serial algorithm, the running time
of the parallel algorithm is not relevant to K, that is to
say, the performance keeps relatively stable.

Figure 6 describes the information loss of serial GCCG
and parallel GCCG when K changes from 3 to 10. From
the result we can see that parallel GCCG will have more
information loss. But in the case of large amount of data,
the growth is quite few.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an clustering based local gen-
eralization algorithm GCCG for K-anonymity. Experi-
mental results show that GCCG has lower information
loss and better performance compared with the classi-
cal local generalization algorithms,KACA. More specif-
ically, comparing with classical local generalization algo-
rithm KACA, the information loss of GCCG is about
half of KACA, but with 10 times of performance im-
provement. Comparing with global generalization algo-
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Figure 5: Performance comparison between serial and
parallel GCCG

Figure 6: Information loss comparison between serial and
parallel GCCG

rithm Incognito, the information loss of GCCG is about
one third but with almost equal performance. Besides
that, the parallel GCCG shows great performance im-
provement, when using 4-threads parallelization, there are
10 times acceleration with little information loss in the
case of a large amount of data.

With the arrival of the era of big data, compared with
the traditional data model, it is more likely to become the
target of network attacks. Due to the system fault, hacker
intrusion, internal leakage and other reasons, data leakage
may occur at any time, resulting in unquantifiable losses.
Therefore, aiming at big data oriented privacy protection
issues deserves a enough attention with broad prospects.
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